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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to give a denition as well as an algebraic characterization of two
new varieties of languages that will be referred to as right (respectively left) locally testable
languages and denoted as RLT (resp. LLT). Both families strictly contain the class of locally
testable languages. Given k>0, the membership of a word x to a RLT (k-RT) language can be
decided by means of exploring the prex and sux of length k − 1 of x and the segments of
length k, as well as considering the order of appearance of those segments when we scan the
prexes of x. Membership of x to a k-LT can be decided in a similar way, but we have to change
the word \prexes" for \suxes" in the above description. In this paper we also show that S is
a syntactic semigroup of a k-RT (resp. k-LT) language if and only if the local subsemigroups
of S are idempotents and right (resp. left) repetition free. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The objective of this paper is to provide a denition as well as an algebraic charac-
terization of two new varieties of languages, the right (RLT) and left (LLT) locally
testable languages which strictly include the well-known family of locally testable lan-
guages (LT) and which are related to the LT in the same way that right (RPWT) and
left (LPWT) 1 piecewise testable languages are related to piecewise testable languages.
Locally testable languages were introduced by McNaughton [9] and algebraically
characterized as those languages whose syntactic semigroup is both locally idempotent
and locally commutative by Brzozowsky and Simon [2] and by Zalcstein [16]. Given
 Corresponding author.
E-mail address: pgarcia@dsic.upv.es (P. Garcia).
1 In [5], these languages are denoted as right (left) locally testable. The authors consider that the name
given here is more appropriate.
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an integer k>0, we say that L is k-testable (k-T ) if, given a word x2L, any other
word having the same prex and sux of length k − 1 and containing exactly the
same segments of length k than x also belongs to L. The order of appearance of the
segments in the words of L is immaterial. The family of k-T languages is a variety
of languages and constitutes the boolean closure of the family of k-testable languages
in the Strict Sense (this family is not a variety and has been characterized in [7]).
A language is locally testable if it is k-testable for a value of k.
A natural extension of locally testable languages consists in dropping the condition
for prexes and suxes in the denition. Those languages are called strongly locally
testable and have been characterized by Beauquier and Pin in [1], while the strongly
locally testable semigroups (concepts that do not correspond each other), have been
characterized by Selmi in [12]. Another extension consists in counting the number
of occurrences of the segments of length k in the words up to a certain threshold,
these languages are called threshold locally testable and have been characterized by
Straubing [14], Therien and Weiss [15]. Another natural extension are the languages
that are described below.
Informally, a language L is called k-right testable (k-RT) (resp. k-left testable
(k-LT)) if for a word x2L, any other word y belongs to L if it satises the following
conditions:
(a) Begins with the same prex of length k − 1 than x.
(b) Ends with the same sux of length k − 1 than x.
(c) Contains the same segments of length k than x:
(d) The order of appearance of the rst occurrences of the segments when we explore
the string y left to right (resp. right to left) is the same than when we explore x.
A language is called right (resp. left) locally testable if it is k-right (resp. left) testable
for some value of k.
One should observe that if we change the term \segment" by the term \subword" in
the denition of RLT and LLT languages we obtain the denition of right (RPWT) and
left (LPWT) piecewise testable languages. These families of languages are related to
the family of piecewise testable languages in the same way as RLT and LLT languages
are related to LT languages.
The algebraic characterization of these families of languages is solved by proving a
theorem that shows that we can relax one of the conditions of a theorem on graphs
(Simon) [3] if we consider the order of appearance of the edges in the paths.
In the following, we will omit the proofs related to LLT, which are left{right dual
to those of RLT.
2. Preliminaries and notation
We suppose that the reader is familiar with the rudiments of formal languages,
semigroup theory and graphs. For further details the reader is referred to Hopcroft and
Ullman [4], Pin [10] and Eilenberg [3].
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Let  be a nite alphabet and  be the free monoid generated by  with concate-
nation as the internal law and  as neutral element. A language L over  is a subset
of . The length of a word is denoted by jxj, while k represents the set of all words
of length k over . Given x2, if x= uvw with u; v; w2, then u (resp. w) is
called prex (resp. sux) of x, whereas v (also u and w) is called a segment of x.
Pr(L) (resp. Suf(L)) denotes the set of prexes (suxes) of L. If X  is a nite
set, Card(X ) denotes the number of elements in X .
A deterministic nite automaton (DFA) is a quintuple A=(Q;; ; q0; F) where Q is
a nite set of states,  is a nite alphabet, q0 2Q is the initial state, F Q is the set
of nal states and  is a partial function that maps Q in Q, which can be extended
to words by establishing (q; )= q and (q; xa)= ((q; x); a);8q2Q;8x2;8a2.
A word x is accepted by an automaton A if (q0; x)2F: The set of words ac-
cepted by A is denoted by L(A). Given an automaton A; 8a2, we can dene the
function aA :Q!Q as aA(q)= (q; a); 8q2Q. For x2, the function xA :Q!Q
is dened inductively: A is the identity on Q and (xa)A= xAaA; 8a2. Clearly,
8x; y2; (xy)A=(x)A(y)A: The set faA: a2g is denoted by MA. The set of func-
tions fxA: x2+g is a nite semigroup under the operation of composition of functions,
and is denoted as SA and called semigroup of A.
An output automaton is a quintuple A=(Q;;M; ; ) where Q;  and  are dened
in the same way as in a DFA, M is a monoid and the output function  is a function
that maps Q in M , which can be extended to  by establishing (q; )= 1, with
1 being the identity of M and (q; xa)= (q; x)((q; x); a):
Let L and  be an equivalence relation dened in . We say that  saturates
L; if L is the union of equivalence classes modulo . An equivalence relation is called a
congruence if it is both-sides compatible with the operation of the monoid. The special
congruence L dened as xL y, (8u; v2; uxv2L, uyv2L); is called the syntac-
tic congruence of L and it is the coarsest congruence that saturates L. = L is called
the syntactic semigroup of L and is denoted as S(L). The morphism ’ :! S(L),
that maps each word to its equivalence class modulo L is called the syntactic mor-
phism of L. An element e2 S(L) is called idempotent if e2 = e. The set of idempotents
of S(L) is denoted as E(S(L)).
A labelled directed graph G, with labels in  is given by two sets, a nite set of
vertices V and a nite set of edges EV V . The edge (p; a; q) will sometimes
be denoted as p a! q: Two edges (p; a; q) and (r; b; s) are consecutive if q= r. The set
of paths of G is the subset of words in E+ that does not contain any segments of length
two whose edges are non-consecutive. If C is the set of non-consecutive edges in G, the
set of paths in G is P=E+ − ECE. The path (q0; a1; q1)(q1; a2; q2) : : : (qn−1; an; qn)
is denoted as (q0; a1a2 : : : an; qn). The path (p; x; q), with x2+ is denoted as p x! q
also. The function  :P! 2E is dened by the following conditions:
 ((p; a; q))= f(p; a; q)g.
 ((p; x; q)(q; y; r))= ((p; x; q))[ ((q; y; r)):
For each path (p; x; q); ((p; x; q)) gives the set of edges traversed by (p; x; q) without
regard to order or multiplicity.
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Given k>0; 8x2 the prex and sux of length k−1 of x is denoted as ik(x) and
fk(x), respectively, whereas the set of segments of length k of x is denoted as tk(x).
If 8x2;8k>0 we dene vk(x)= (ik(x); tk(x); fk(x)); the equivalence relation k
dened 8x; y2 as xk y, vk(x)= vk(y) is the congruence that denes the family
of k-testable languages. L is k-testable if it is saturated by the congruence k . L is
locally testable if it is k-testable for some k>0.
3. Right and left locally testable languages
We are going to dene the congruences k; R and k; L which are a renement of
the congruence k in order to dene the families of right and left locally testable
languages, which is one of the main objectives of the present work.
3.1. The congruences k; R and k; L
8x; y2 the relation k; R is dened as follows:
(1) If jxj<k; xk; R y, x=y:
(2) If jxj>k; xk; R y if and only if
(a) fk(x)=fk(y):
(b) 8u2Pr(x)9v2Pr(y): tk(u)= tk(v):
(c) 8u2Pr(y)9v2Pr(x): tk(u)= tk(v):
Note that ik(x)= ik(y) follows from the denition. Informally, two words x; y2k
are k; R-equivalent if they are k -equivalent and the order of appearance of new
segments in both words when they are explored left to right is the same.
The relation k; L is dened in a similar way, by replacing the prexes with the
suxes of x and y in the above denition.
It is easily seen that,
 k; R and k; L are congruences of nite index.
 Both k; R and k; L, rene the congruence k :
Denition 1. We say that a language L is k-RT (resp. k-LT) if it is saturated by the
relation k; R (resp. k; L). L is RLT (resp. LLT) if it is k-RT (resp. k-LT) for any
value of k>1.
Example 1. The language recognized by the automaton A in Fig. 1 is not 1-testable. It
can be seen that abc2L(A), while cba =2L(A). One may verify that L(A) is not locally
testable as its syntactic semigroup is locally idempotent, but not locally commutative.
However, L(A) recognizes any word in which the order of appearance of the segments
of length one is fa; b; cg; fb; a; cg or fb; c; ag and no other. Hence, according to the
denition, L(A) is 1-RT .
L(B) is not locally testable either, as its syntactic semigroup is not locally com-
mutative. However, if we choose the last appearance of the segments of length one
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Fig. 1.
in the words accepted by B, the order in which they appear (read left to right) is
fa; c; bg; fc; a; bg or fc; b; ag and no other, so L(B) is 1-LT .
Proposition 1. Let k; R and k; L the congruences over  dened above. Then
(1) 8x2k−1; 8y; z 2 (xy= zx) xyk; R xy2):
(2) 8x2k−1; 8y2 xyxk; R xyxyx.
(3) 8x2+; 8y2 xnyxnk; R xnyxnyxn (06k − 16n).
(4) 8x2k−1; 8y; z 2 xyxzxyxk; R xyxzx:
(5) 8x2+; 8y; z 2 xnyxnzxnyxnk; R xnyxnzxn (06k − 16n).
Proof. (1) As xy2 = zxy= z2x, it follows that ik(xy)= ik(xy2)=fk(xy)=fk(xy2)= x.
On the other hand,
(a) If u2Pr(xy) there exists v2Pr(xy2) (v= u in this case) such that tk(u)= tk(v).
(b) If u2Pr(xy2) then,
(i) If u2Pr(xy) we take v= u.
(ii) Otherwise, u= xyu0 with u0 2Pr(y): Let v= xy. It follows that tk(u)= tk(xyu0)
= tk(zx)[ tk(xu0)= tk(xy)[ tk(xu0)= tk(xy)= tk(v), as tk(xu0) tk(xy):
(2) Replace in (1) the word y for yx, and z for xy.
(3) Let m be such that jxnj=m − 1. Then xnyxnm;R xnyxnyxn. As m>k, the
congruence m;R is a renement of k; R and the equality holds.
(4) Both words begin and end with x. On the other hand, tk(xyxzxyx)= tk(xyxzx)[
tk(xyx)= tk(xyxzx). Hence the second time that xyx appears as a segment of xyxzxyx
it does not contribute with new segments to tk(xyxzxyx) and both words have the same
segments of length k appearing in the same order.
(5) It follows analogously to (3) and (4).
Remark 1. One may verify that items (1){(3) of the above proposition follow anal-
ogously for the relation k; L. Item (4) has to be replaced by xyxzxyxk; L xzxyx,
whereas item (5) has to be replaced by xnyxnzxnyxnk; L xnzxnyxn.
Denition 2. A semigroup S has the property of right (resp. left) repetition elimination
if 8x; y2 S; xyx= xy (resp. xyx=yx). The semigroups having that property will be
called right (resp. left) repetition free and will be denoted as rrf (resp. lrf).
Note that if both properties hold simultaneously, the semigroup is commutative.
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Proposition 2. For every k>0; += k; R (resp. += k; L) is locally idempotent and
locally rrf (resp. lrf).
Proof. Let k;R :!= k; R be the natural projection associated to k; R. Let e be
an idempotent of += k; R and let us consider s; t 2+= k; R. There exists x2k
such that k;R(x)= e and y; z 2 such that k;R(y)= s and k;R(z)= t.
(a) ese= k;R(xyx)= k;R(xyxyx)= esese=(ese)(ese), so += k; R is locally idem-
potent.
(b) (ese)(ete)(ese) = esetese = k;R(xyxzxyx) = k;R(xyxzx) = esete = (ese)(ete), so
+= k; R is locally commutative.
Proposition 3. += 1; R (resp. += 1; L) is idempotent and rrf (resp. lrf).
Proof. The proof straightforwardly comes from Proposition 1. More precisely, we can
take advantage of the fact that for every y; z 2 ; y 1; R y2 and yzy 1; R yz.
Proposition 4. The family of nite locally idempotent and locally rrf (resp. lrf) semi-
groups is a variety. The same fact occurs in relation with the family of idempotent
and rrf (resp. lrf) semigroups.
4. A theorem on graphs
We are going to prove an extension of a theorem on graph congruences by Simon
which originally appeared in [2], though the treatment of it as a separate result on
graphs is due to Eilenberg [3]. In this theorem, we show that one can relax the condition
of commutativity in the paths if we establish the order of appearance of the edges in
the paths.
Denition 3. Given x2, a2, we can associate a sequence S of transitions to
each path p x! q in the following way:
S(p a! q) = h(p; a; q)i;
S(p x! r a! q) =
(
S(p x! r)^h(r; a; q)i if (r; a; q) does not appear in p x! r;
S(p x! r) otherwise;
where sequences are denoted by h  i, whereas ^ denotes concatenation of sequences.
Theorem 1. Let M be a monoid and A=(Q;;M; ; ) an output DFA where the






(p; y)= (p; y2); (4.1)
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Fig. 2.
(p; yzy)= (p; yz): (4.2)
Then for any paths p x! q and p y! q such that S((p x! q))=S((p y! q)) we have
that (p; x)= (p; y):
We will rst prove three lemmas. One should observe that in the lemmas we make
no use of the order of appearance of the edges in the paths.
Lemma 1. Let A=(Q;;M; ; ) be an output automaton as in Theorem 1. Given
paths p x! q y! r such that ((q; y; r)) ((p; x; q)); 9x0; x1 : x= x0x1 and (p; x)
= (p; xyx1):
Proof. We proceed by induction on jyj. If jyj=0 then x0 = x and x1 = . Assuming
that the lemma holds for jyj6k. Let y= za; a2; z 2k . Then there exists x0; x1
such that x= x0x1 and (p; x)= (p; xzx1) (see Fig. 2).
Let us prove that x=(x2a)x3 is the required factorization.
(p; x)
= (p; xzx1) (by induction hypothesis)
= (p; x0x1zx1) (x= x0x1)
= (p; x0x1zx1zx1) (zx1 is a cycle about q and applying (4:1))
= (p; xzx1zx1) (x= x0x1)
= (p; x2ax3zx1zx1) (x= x2ax3)
= (p; x2ax3zx1zax3zx1) (ax3z and x1z are cycles about r and
applying (4:2))
= (p; xzx1zax3zx1) (x= x2ax3)
= (p; xzx1zax3) (zx1 and zax3 are cycles about q and
applying (4:2))
= (p; xzax3) (by induction hypothesis)
= (p; xyx3) (y= za):
Lemma 2. Let A=(Q;;M; ; ) as in Theorem 1. Given paths p x! q y! q such that
((q; y; q)) ((p; x; q)), it follows that (p; x)= (p; xy):
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Fig. 3.
Proof. By Lemma 1, we have that, there exists x0; x1 such that x= x0x1 and (p; x)
= (p; xyx1) with p
x! q x1! q.
Then (p; x)= (p; xyx1)= (p; x0x1yx1)= (p; x0x1y) = (p; xy):
Lemma 3. Let A=(Q;;M; ; ) be an output automaton as in Theorem 1. Given




r with ((q; y; r)) ((p; x; q)) and ((q; z; r)) ((p; x; q)) it follows
that (p; xy)= (p; xz):
Proof. By Lemma 1 we have that 9x0; x1 : x= x0x1 and (p; x)= (p; xyx1) and also
9x2; x3 : x= x2x3 with (p; x)= (p; xzx3). Let us suppose that x2 is a prex of x0
(which means no loss of generality), that is, x0 = x2x4 with x4x1 = x3, which is described
in Fig. 3.
Then, applying Lemma 2, (p; xz)= (p; xzx3y)= (p; xzx3y)= (p; xy):




q such that S(p x! q)=S(p y! q) and such that it
complies with the rest of the hypothesis of the theorem. Let us see that (p; x)= (p; y)
by induction in the number of distinct edges appearing in the paths.
If the number of edges is one, we have two possibilities:
(1) p= q; then necessarily x= am, y= an and as we have (p; a)= (p; a2) and we
have (p; x)= (p; y).
(2) p 6= q; then x= a, y= a and the theorem also holds.
Suppose that x and y have k + 1 dierent edges. As S(p x! q)=S(p y! q);9r 2V;
9x1 2 Pr(x); y1 2 Pr(y) and there exist paths p x1! r and p y1! r having k dierent edges
and such that S(p x1! r)=S(p y1! r) and the paths p x! q and p y! q can be expressed
as
p x1! r a! r0 x2! q;
p
y1! r a! r0 y2! q:
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Besides, we have that (r0 x2! q) (p x1a! r0) and (r0 y2! q) (p y1a! r0). By the induc-
tion hypothesis, (p; x1)= (p; y1) and from Lemma 3 it follows that (p; x)= (p; x1
ax2)= (p; y1ax2)= (p; y1ay2)= (p; y):
5. Characterization of RLT languages
Denition 4. Let A=(Q;; ; q0) be a DFA (in fact an initialized semiautomaton) and
let k>1. We say that A is k-RT if and only if 8x2k−1, 8y; z 2 the following
conditions hold:
1. xy= zx ) (xy)A=(xy2)A;
2. (xyxzxyx)A=(xyxzx)A:
Denition 5. Let n=Card(Q). An automaton is RLT if and only if 8x2+, 8y; z 2
the following conditions hold:
1. (xnyxn)A=(xnyxnyxn)A;
2. (xnyxnzxnyxn)A=(xnyxnzxn)A:
Theorem 2. Let A=(Q;; ; q0) be a DFA with n=Card(Q) and let SA the semigroup
of transformations of A. A is RLT if and only if SA is locally idempotent and locally
rrf.
Proof. ()) Let e2E(SA) and let eSAe be the local subsemigroup associated to e.
(a) Let s2 SA and let x; y2+ such that yA= s and xA= e. It follows that ese=(xyx)A
= (xnyxn)A=(xnyxnyxn)A= ensensen= esese=(ese)(ese):
(b) Let s; s0 2 SA and let x; y; z 2+ such that xA= e; yA= s and zA= s0. It follows
that (ese)(es0e)(ese)=(xyxxzxxyx)A=(xnyxnzxnyxn)A=(xnyxnzxn)A=eses0e=(ese)
(es0e):
(() Let SA be locally idempotent and locally rrf. Since SA is locally idempotent,
(xn)A=(xn+1)A for every x2+ [2]. Therefore (xn)A is an idempotent.
(a) As (xn)ASA(xn)A is idempotent it follows that 8y2, (xnyxn)A(xnyxn)A=
(xnyxn)A and then (xnyxnyxn)A=(xnyxn)A:
(b) As (xn)ASA(xn)A is right repetition free, 8y; z 2;8x2+, we have that (xnyxn)A
(xnzxn)A(xnyxn)A=(xnyxn)A(xnzxn)A, and then (xnyxnzxnyxn)A=(xnyxnzxn)A:
Proposition 5. Let A=(Q;; ; q0) be the canonical acceptor of L. L is k-RT implies
that A is k-RT .
Proof. (a) Let x2k−1, y; z 2 such that xy= zx. As the congruence k; R saturates
L and xy k; R xy2 it follows that xy L xy2, with L being the syntactic congruence
of L; and then (xy)A=(xy2)A.
(b) Let x2k−1, y; z 2. By a similar argument we have that xyxzxyx k; R xyxzx
following that xyxzxyx L xyxzx and (xyxzxyx)A=(xyxzx)A.
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Theorem 3. A recognizable language L is RLT if and only if S(L) is locally
idempotent and locally rrf.
Proof. ()) If L is RLT there exists some k>1 such that L is k-RT . Then, by Rropo-
sition 5, the canonical acceptor of L is RLT and (Theorem 2) then S(L) is locally
idempotent and locally rrf.
An alternative proof of this fact can be stated as follows: Since L is k-RT , += k; R
recognices L and hence S(L) divides += k; R. Then by Propositions 2 and 4, S(L) is
locally idempotent and locally rrf.
(() The following proof is inspired in [11] where it was applied to LT languages.
Let M (L) be the syntactic monoid of L with n=Card(M (L)) and let ’ : ! M (L)
be the syntactic morphism of L. We are going to prove that L is (n+ 1)-RT .
Let A=(Q;;M (L); ; ) be the output automaton , where Q=n,  is dened as
(a1a2 : : : an; a)= a2 : : : ana, 8a1a2 : : : an 2Q, 8a2 and the output function  is dened
as (p; x)=’(px); 8p2Q; 8x2.





p we have to show that
(a) (p; y)= (p; y2) and
(b) (p; yzy)= (p; yz).
Let p= a1a2 : : : an. As Card(M (L))= n, the elements 1, ’(a1); ’(a1a2); : : : ; ’(a1a2
: : : an) cannot all be dierent, so we have a factorization p= rst, being s 6=1, such that
rs L r (and therefore rsj L r for every positive integer j). As M (L) is nite, 9k>1




p be loops around p. As the words
py and pz end with p we can write sty=y0t and stz= z0t for segments y0 and z0
such that ry0 and rz0 end with rs, and then write ry0=y00rs. As rs L r we have that
ry0s L ry0; rz0s L rz0.
In order to prove (a) we will see that py2 L py:
py2 = rstyy= ry0ty L ry0sty= ry0y0t:
We can see that ry0y0t L ry0y0xt. Indeed ry0y0t L y00rsy0t L y00ry0t L
y00ry0xt L y00rsy0xt= ry0y0xt. Therefore py2 L ry0y0xt L rxy0xy0xt L rxy0xt L
ry0t= rsty=py. Then it follows that ’(py2)=’(py) and then (p; y2)= (p; y):
Let us see the proof of (b):
pyzy= rstyzy= ry0tzy L ry0stzy= ry0z0ty
= y00rsz0ty L y00rz0ty L y00rz0sty=y00rz0y0t L;
y00rsz0y0t L ry0z0y0t L rxy0xz0xy0xt L rxy0xz0xt L;
ry0z0t= ry0stz= ry0tz= rstyz=pyz:
The argument used to prove the step ry0z0y0t L rxy0xz0xy0xt above is similar to the
one used in (a).
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y! q)=S(p z! q) it follows (Theorem 1) that (p; y)
= (p; z), which means py L pz:
Let u; v2 such that u n+1;R v and let p= in+1(u), q=fn+1(u). Let u=py,




q in which all the edges are of the form r a! t,
with ra2 tn+1(u). Besides, S(p y! q)=S(p z! q), then u L v, that is, L is RLT.
Remark 2. In the previous proof a special case occurs whenever there exists j, 16j6n
such that ’(a1 : : : aj)= 1. Then s L 1 and S(L) is a monoid. Since S(L) is locally
idempotent and locally rrf, then S(L) is idempotent and rrf.
Theorem 4. A recognizable language L is 1-RT (resp.1-LT) if and only if S(L)
is idempotent and rrf (resp. lrf).
Proof. ()) S(L) divides += 1; R. Then by Propositions 3 and 4, S(L) is idempotent
and rrf.
(() Let A=(f1g; ;M (L); ; ) be the output automaton, where  is dened as
(1; a)= 1, for every a2 and the output function  is dened as (1; x)=’(x), for




1; (1; y)= (1; y2) and
(1; yzy)= (1; yz). The remainder of the proof is analogous to the previous one.
Due to all of the above it is easily seen that:
Proposition 6. The family of RLT (LLT) languages is a variety of languages.
Corollary 1. The variety of the locally testable languages is the intersection of the
varieties of right and left locally testable languages.
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